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The Clause-Initial nu 
in the Old English Genesis B 
ISHIGURO Taro 
In my paper for the 2016 conference of the English Linguistic Soci-
ety of Japan, I discussed the usage of the clause-initial particle nu in the 
Old English poem Andreas and presented a table similar to Table 1 to 
show that the poem uses the particle relatively frequently'. Table 1 
shows how many times the particle nu occurs in the longest Old English 
poems and how many times it is found at the beginning of a clause. 
Andreas has the largest total number of tokens, and it also has the larg-
est number of tokens that appear clause-initially. The poem is a litle 
more than half the length of Beowulf, but those numbers of tokens are 
similar to those in Beowulf It nevertheless does not mean that Andreas 
uses the particle most frequently. 
Table 1 
length in !mes total clause-initial 
Andreas 1,722 48 25 
Beowulf 3,182 46 25 
Genesis A 2,319 32 11 
Genesis B 617 31 16 
Andreas has the greatest number of nu tokens, indeed, and in 25 of those 
48 instances, the particle appears at the beginning of a clause. More 
than half the examples of nu appear clause-initially. Six of them have 
a finite verb immediately following the particle as in "Nu is sぉ1cu-
men" (1165) and "nu bio fore preo night" (185)'. I reported in the paper 
that the finite verbs in those six examples are either bean or wesan (46). 
All the forms of the finite verbs are monosyllabic: is, bio, and synt. 
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Genesis A and Genesis Bare extant as a single continuous poem in 
the Junius MS (Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Junius 11), but it has been 
widely accepted that lines 235-851 are "an interpolation of West-
Saxonized version of an Old Saxon poem, quite distinct in origin from 
the rest" (Doane, Genesis A 56). The interpolation, now called Genesis B, 
has 31 tokens of nu, as shown in Table 1, and sixteen of them clause-
initially, within its 617 lines. Genesis A, lines 1-234 and 852-2936, on the 
other hand, has almost the same number of total tokens and fewer at 
the beginning of the clause even though the poem is more than three 
times as long as Genesis B. In terms of frequency of occurrence, Genesis 
B uses nu the most often of the four poems. 
Table 2 
total clause-initial nu V .
Andreas 48 (35.9) 25 (68.9) 6 
Beowulf 46 (69.2) 25 (127.3) 3 
Genesis A 32 (72.5) 1 (210.8) 2 
Genesis B 31 (19.9) 16 (38.6) 6 
Table 2 shows the frequency of nu occurrences in those poems and the 
number of instances in which nu is immediately followed by a finite 
verb. In parentheses are the total numbers of lines of each poem di-
vided by the numbers of tokens. They show the average number of 
lines between repetitions of nu in the poem. The smaller the number in 
parentheses, the more often the particle is found. It is clear that Genesis 
Buses nu very frequently and that Genesis A and Genesis B stand in a 
sharp contrast with each other in frequency of occurrence. This paper 
looks at those clause-initial nu examples in Genesis B and speculates on 
the why and wherefores of the relatively high frequency of the particle 
in the poem. 
The two examples of the particle immediately followed by a finite 
verb in Genesis A are found in "nu sceal tearighleor" (2276) and "Nu 
sceal heard and steap" (2571)3. The finite verb is sceal in both examples, 
a monosyllabic auxiliary, which echoes the characteristic in the 
Andreas examples mentioned above. In Genesis B, sixteen examples, 
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more than half of the nu instances, have the particle at the beginning of 
a clause, and in six of them, the particle is immediately followed by a 
finite verb. They are as follows: 
nu sceal he sylf faran (556) 
nu scineo ]Je leoht fore (614) 
nuhぉbbeic his her on handa (678) 
nu haibbe ic pine hyldo me (726) 
Nu wille ic eft ]Jam lige near (760) 
nu slit me hunger and ]Jurst (802) 
Two examples have h成bbein the same construction, "now I have .. ," 
but the verb in line 678 is not an auxiliary but a full verb whereas that 
in line 726 is an auxiliary to go with past participles in the lines that 
follow the quotation. Two others are also full verbs, scineo and slit. It 
should be noted that none of the verbs are bean or wesan, and that four 
of the six verbs are disyllabic. 
There are, in fact, other Old Engl1sh poems that use nu as often as 
Genesis B. Christ A is a poem of 439 lines'and has more nu examples 
than Genesis B. Christ and Satan, 729 lines long, uses nu in a slightly 
smaller number of places than Genesis B. Table 3 will facilitate the 
comparison. In this table, the data for those two poems are added to 
Table 2 and al the data are rearranged in order of frequency of the 
particle. 
Table 3 
total clause-initial nu V .
Christ A 29 (15.1) 17 (25.8) 5 
Genesis B 31 (19.9) 16 (38.6) 6 
Christ and Satan 31 (23.5) 1 (66.3) 3 
Andreas 48 (35.9) 25 (68.9) 6 
Genesis A 32 (72.5) 1 (210.8) 2 
Compared with Genesis A, al the other poems use nu very often. Both 
Christ A and Genesis B put the particle in a clause-initial position in 
more than half the instances while Christ and Satan places it in that 
position less frequently. Thus, the frequent use of the particle itself 
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may not be a significant factor. What is remarkable, however, is the 
verb that comes immediately after the clause-initial nu in those poems. 
The verbs that immediately follow the clause-initial nu in Christ A 
appear in the forms, is, sceal, and sie: 
Nu is pam weorce pearf (11)5 
Nu sceal liffrea (15) 
Nu is匠 tbeam cymen (66) 
Nu is rodera weard, / god sylfa mid us (134-35) 
Nu sie geworden forp (230) 
In two of the three examples of is, the verb is used as a full verb. All the 
five are in monosyllabic forms. Incidentally, three examples from Chガst
B and Christ C present a similar image: 
Nu sind forcumene (Christ B 561) 
Nu is pon gelicost (Christ B 850) 
Nu is sw邸rramid mec (Christ C 1489) 
The verbs that immediately follow nu are al monosyllabic forms of 
wesan. The three examples from Christ and Satan also show a similar 
picture: 
Nu earttu sceaoana sum (57) 
Nu is gesene畑 twe syngodon (228) 
Nu is gesene pぉtou eart sylfa god (439) 
Again al the three verbs next to nu are monosyllabic forms of wesan, 
either is or eart. 
The six verbs that immediately follow the clause-initial nu in Gene-
sis B are unlike those verbs in the other poems, even though they are 
found in the same syntactic environment, in that four of them are disyl-
labic, that none are bean or wesan and that four are full verbs. What lies 
behind the peculiarity of the poem? The later date of composition may 
not be the reason6. The Battle of Maldon is a poem da恒bleafter 991. 
Within the 325 lines of the poem, there are eight instances of nu and 
seven of them are placed clause-initially. But only in one example does 
the finite verb immediately follow the clause-initial nu, and the verb is 
m啜g:"num瑕gcunnian hwa cene sy" (215). D. G. Scragg comments on 
this line as follows: "This line is usually translated as'now (one) is able 
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to test who is brave', but it is perhaps better…to take the subordinate 
clause as the subject of the main verb:'now whoever is brave is able to 
prove (it)"'(81). With this interpretation, the syntax becomes parallel 
to that in other examples above. 
Genesis B is an interpolation translated from Old Saxon to Old Eng-
lish, as mentioned above. Fragments of the Old Saxon poem are extant 
in a manuscript housed in the Vatican Library, MS Pal. Lat. 1447. The 
poem in the fragments may well not be the very version of the Old 
Saxon poem from which the Old English version was produced, but it 
must have belonged to the same poetic cycle. The text has been edited 
with Genesis B by A. N. Doane, according to whom the Old Saxon Gene-
sis l-26a "correspond almost exactly" to Genesis B 790-817a (56). Some 
of our examples are included in this portion of the poem. The following 
pair shows an exact correspondence between the two texts, the Old 
Saxon and the Old English: 
Nu uuit hriuuig mugun / sorogon for them sioa (9-10) 
Nu wit hreowige magon / sorgian for pis sioe (799-800) 
It looks as if the Old Saxon had been translated word for word. Like-
wise in the following pair, 
nu maht thu sean thia suarton hell/ ginon gradaga. nu thu sia 
grimman maht / hinana gihorean (2-4) 
Gesyhst pu nu pa sweartan helle / grぉdigand gifre. Nu pu hie 
grimman meaht / heonane gehyran (792-94) 
the latter half shows an exact correspondence while the first畑If
changes the position of nu and removes the auxiliary maht. In another 
pair, 
Nu mag mi that hreuuan (25) 
Nume mぉghreowan (816) 
the auxiliary mag and the dative mi are transposed and the anticipatory 
that is omitted in the Old English. One of the examples in which the 
finite verb immediately follows the clause-initial nu is found in the fol-
lowing pair: 
Nu thuingit mi giu hungar endi thrust (12) 
Nu slit me hunger and purst (802) 
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The verb in the Old Saxon is thwingan which means "to oppress, force" 
according to Doan e's glossary (417). The clause-initial particle is rein-
forced by a synonymous wordgiu glossed "now, already" (405). Other-
wise the Old English appears a word-for-word translation of the Old 
Saxon. The full verb is here translated by an Old English full verb slit 
and retains the position immediately after the clause-initial nu. The Old 
Saxon poem places other full verbs immediately after the clause initial 
nu in the portion of the poem that does not have any counterpart in the 
Old English. There are two half-lines beginning with "nu uuet ik 
that…" ("now I know that .. ") (60 and 67), and one that reads "nu 
hruopat them uuardas te mi" (180) where the verb hropan means "to 
call" (407). Thus, unlike Old English poems other than Genesis B, the 
Old Saxon poem does not seem to restrict the finite verb in this position 
to monosyllabic auxiliaries. 
The extant Old Saxon poem is 337 lines long, and there are 28 in-
stances of nu in the poem. Half of those instances occur clause-initially. 
These figures put the Old Saxon poem above Christ A in Table 3. Table 
4 will facilitate the comparison of the two poems and Genesis B. 
Table 4 
total clause-initial nu V .
OS Genesis 28 (12.0) 14 (24.1) 8 
Christ A 29 (15.1) 17 (25.8) 5 
Genesis B 31 (19.9) 16 (38.6) 6 
The four pairs of corresponding lines quoted above suggest that the 
high frequency of nu and that of the clause-initial nu in Genesis B are 
due to their high frequency in the Old Saxon original. There are five 
clause-initial nu in the Old Saxon of the four pairs. Four of them are 
translated by the clause-initial nu in the Old English'. 
The close correspondence in syntax between the Old Saxon and the 
Old English versions will therefore help explain the high frequency of 
the clause-initial nu and the peculiarity of full verbs immediately fol-
lowing the clause-initial nu in the Genesis B examples. The disyllabic 
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verbs scineo (614) and hcebbe (678) in Genesis B would have their coun-
terparts in the Old Saxon if the portion of the Old Saxon poem were 
extant, and the counterparts might well immediately follow a clause-
initial nu. The Old English poem is also unusual in other ways', being 
a translation from Old Saxon. Behind the peculiar use of the particle nu 
is the fact that the Old English Genesis Bis a close translation of the Old 
Saxon original. 
Notes 
• This work was supported by a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C) 
from the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, JSPS KAKENHI 
Grant Number JP17K02825. 
1 "The Clause-Initial nu in the Old English Andreas" (in Japanese) read at the 
34th Conference of the English Linguistic Society of Japan, 12 Nov. 2016, 
held at Kanazawa University. The English version of the paper has been 
published in the proceedings of the conference, ]ELS 34. 
2 The examples from Andreas are quoted from North and Bintley. Refer-
ences to the quoted texts are hereafter indicated by the line numbers. 
3 The examples from Genesis A and Genesis B are quoted from Doane's Gene-
sis A and The Saxon Genesis, respectively. 
4 The first three poems recorded in the Exeter Book have been called by 
various names in the literature. George Philip Krapp and Elliott van Kirk 
Dobbie print the three poems under the title Christ and separated them 
with headings I, I and III Bernard J.Muir calls them The Advent Ly成s,
The Ascension and Christ in judgement. Mary Clayton simplifies the title of 
the first poem and calls it Advent. In this paper, I follow the Dictionary of 
Old English. 
5 The examples from Christ A/B/C and Christ and Satan are taken from the 
Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records (Krapp and Dobbie, and Krapp, Junius). 
6 Daniel Anlezark says that the poem "probably dates from the tenth cen-
tury" (vii). 
7 There is another nu in the corresponding portion of the Old Saxon poem. 
The very first line of the Old Saxon poem reads "'Uuela that thu nu eua 
habas'quad adam'ubilo gimarakot" which appears in the Old English 
"'hw狂t,pu eue, hぉfstyfele gemearcod" (791). The first half-line in the Old 
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Saxon is too long to translate word for word into an Old English half-line, 
and the translator may have omitted the particle in his translation. 
8 P. J. Lucas sums up the peculiarities of the Old English poem:''There are 
also some metrical features that reflect the [Old Saxon] original, such as 
longer initial dips than usual, the predominance in the b-verse of verses 
with a rising rhythm, and unusually frequent use of anacrusis (initial 
extrametrical syllables) and unstressed infinities" (206). 
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